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Abstract

We measured the analyzing power and the efficiency of a neutron polarimeter at the Saturne National Laboratory in France with

central energies of the neutron beam of 261; 533; 752; 922, and 1057MeV. This polarimeter was a prototype designed to measure Gn
E, the

neutron electric form factor, at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility.
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1. Introduction

Access to polarization observables is needed to reveal the
structure of hadrons and nuclei and to understand the
reaction mechanism in nuclear reactions. The polarization
of medium-energy neutrons is usually measured with
neutron polarimeters that utilize the analyzing power of
spin-dependent elastic or quasielastic scatterings of the
neutrons from unpolarized protons in nuclei. In a typical
polarimeter, the front array consisted of plastic scintillator
detectors and serves as an active polarization analyzer,
while the scintillation rear arrays are configured to
maximize the figure-of-merit (viz., to detect the maximum
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number of scattering events with the maximum scattering
asymmetry) [1].

The use of a neutron polarimeter to measure Gn
E, the

electric form factor of the neutron, in Bates experiment 85-
05, was described earlier [2,3]. In a continuing effort to
improve the quality of measurements and to extend the
kinematic range for extracting Gn

E from the 2Hð~e; e0~nÞ1H
reaction, Madey [4] proposed a new configuration for a
neutron polarimeter to be used at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF) in experiment 93-
038. The design of the polarimeter is based on the
properties of n–p scattering for the analyzing reaction
[1,5]. Advantages of the new configuration include a larger
solid angle because of a larger frontal area; a higher
efficiency because of an increased thickness of the front
array; and the ability to operate in a high luminosity
environment because the detectors in the rear array are
shielded from the direct path of the neutron flux from the
target.

We performed a calibration of a prototype neutron
polarimeter for neutron energies between 261 and
1057MeV with the neutron beam at the Saturne National
Laboratory in France. An experiment [6] was performed
earlier at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF)
to calibrate a neutron polarimeter with a configuration
similar to that of this neutron polarimeter; the IUCF
calibration used the 14Cð~p;~nÞ14N reaction for neutron
energies below 200MeV. In this paper, we describe the
Saturne neutron beam and the experimental apparatus in
Section 2, experimental procedures in Section 3, results in
Section 4, efficiency simulation and comparison with
measurements in Section 5, and conclusions in Section 6.

2. Beam and experimental apparatus

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the neutron polarimeter. It
consists of 20 scintillation detectors: eight in the front array
(1–8) and six in each of the two rear arrays (9–20) oriented
parallel and lengthwise to the incident neutron flux.
Each of the front eight (NE-102) plastic scintillators
measured 25:4 cm� 101:6 cm� 10:16 cm. Each rear array
consisted of two staggered layers of (NE-102) plastic
scintillators; each layer was composed of three detectors
positioned side by side and each detector measured
50:8 cm� 10:16 cm� 101:6 cm. Positioned immediately to
the front and rear of the front array were thin (0.95-cm)
plastic scintillation counters to veto (front) or tag (rear)
charged particles. The neutron beam exited from a
collimator with a circular hole 15 cm in diameter, and
was incident on the center of the front array.

The polarimeter was symmetric with respect to the plane
that includes the Y axis (vertical direction) and the Z axis
(beam direction) in the Cartesian coordinate system. In
these coordinates, the geometry of the detectors in the rear
arrays is defined by locating the center of the 10th and 13th
detectors at ð56:7; 0:0; 235:0Þ (cm) and ð71:9; 0:0; 269:5Þ
(cm). At Saturne, we made measurements with two
variations of the main configuration: one variation with
the rear detector arrays raised by 25.4 cm, and the other
raised by 46.5 cm. The purpose of these two variations was
to simulate the case where neutrons interact away from the
center of the front detectors.
The Gn

E experiments used a lead curtain ahead of the
neutron polarimeter to degrade in energy high-energy
photons produced at the target. To simulate the polari-
meter operation with the lead curtain and to examine the
possible depolarization of the neutron by the lead, we
constructed a Fe–Pb–Fe wall consisting of 10 cm of lead
sandwiched between two 3-cm steel plates and placed this
wall 127 cm ahead of the front veto detector for some of the
measurements.

3. Experimental procedures

The calibration was performed in May 1996 at the
Saturne National Laboratory in France. Polarized neu-
trons at central energies of 261, 533, 752, 922, and
1057MeV were produced by breakup of the polarized
deuteron beam on a target that was either 4.0-cm thick Be,
0.159-cm thick Al, or 0.318-cm thick Al. The neutron beam
was formed by an 8-m long collimator. The production
target was 4.5m upstream of the collimator or 12.5m from
the collimator exit. A sweeping magnet upstream of the
collimator removed charged particles from the neutron
beam. The collimator consisted of four cylindrical sleeves:
(1) 9.5-cm diameter by 60-cm long; (2) 10.5-cm diameter by
90-cm long; (3) 11.5-cm diameter by 90-cm long; (4) 15-cm
diameter by 5.6-m long. The neutron polarimeter was
located about 1m downstream from the exit of the
collimator.
A beam-line polarimeter measured the polarization of

the deuteron beam incident on the production target via
the dð~d; pÞt reaction at 386 keV [7]. A possible depolariza-
tion during acceleration from depolarizing resonances was
studied carefully; no depolarizing effect was observed at a
2% level. To determine a deviation (arising from the
D-state in the deuteron) of the polarization of a nucleon
from the deuteron polarization, a Monte Carlo simulation
was performed by Arvieux et al. [7] for the finite
experimental geometry; the nucleon polarization was
determined to be ð98:1� 0:1Þ% of the polarization of the
deuteron beam incident on the production target. The
mean polarization of neutrons Pn was found to be
ð63:90� 1:28Þ%.

3.1. Data structure

For each event, five parameters were recorded on
magnetic tape: (1) The time-of-flight ðDTOFÞ of a neutron
scattered from a front detector to a rear detector; (2) the
pulse-height in the front detector involved in the DTOF; (3)
the pulse height in the rear detector involved in the DTOF;
(4) the position of the interaction in the front detector; and
(5) the position of the interaction in the rear detector. Tag
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Fig. 1. Layout of the neutron polarimeter.
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Fig. 2. Neutron time-of-flight from a front detector to a rear detector for
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information regarding the spin status, the identification of
charged particles, and the identification of any fired front
and rear detectors was recorded also. The energy of a
scattered neutron can be extracted from the first DTOF
parameter.

3.2. Calibration of parameters

To extract physical information for an event, we needed
calibration data for each of the five recorded parameters.
The pulse-height calibration was done using the Compton
spectrum from a 228Th g source placed at the external
center of each scintillation detector. Details of the pulse-
height calibration were described by Madey et al. [8]. The
position was determined from the difference in the TDC
signals from the PMT on each end of a detector. The
position was calibrated with a linear conversion from the
range of positions determined by the TDC signals to the
physical length of the scintillation detector. To calibrate
the DTOF time-of-flight, 96 spectra were extracted. Each of
the 96 spectra represented the DTOF from one of the eight
front detectors to one of the 12 rear detectors. A sharp
peak was seen in each spectrum because the neutrons
incident on the front detectors were nearly mono-energetic.
This peak was used to determine the offset of a linear
calibration for the DTOF spectrum. The slope (time per
channel) of the linear calibration was calibrated to be
93.7 ps/channel with a precision time calibrator (Tennelec
Model TC 850). Out of the 96 offsets ðoff ijÞ, only 20 were
independent because there were 20 independent parameters
with each representing a time delay in cables and
electronics associated with a detector. A fit was used to
reduce the number of calibration constants from 96 to 20.
Eight of the 20 constants ðf iÞ were associated with the eight
front detectors and 12 of them ðrjÞ were associated with the
12 rear detectors. A set of 96 new correlated offsets ðoff 0ijÞ
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Fig. 3. DAQ live-time fraction (panel a) and trigger efficiency (panel b)

after correction for the DAQ live-time as a function of the neutron beam

energy.
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was calculated from f i and rj, where each off 0ij was just the
sum of f i and rj . Fig. 2 shows typical DTOF time-of-flight
spectra before and after the calibration; these spectra
represent the sum over time-of-flights contributed by 96
pairs of one front detector and one rear detector.

3.3. Trigger and its efficiency

A coincidence between a detector in the front array and a
detector in the rear array was used to generate the trigger.
Any subsequent triggers occurring before the current event
conversion and computer readout were not recorded,
resulting in dead-time. One of the two inputs of the
coincidence module was a narrow pulse (10 ns) that was the
OR signal of all front detectors above the hardware
threshold; the other was the window pulse (200 ns) of the
OR signal of all rear detectors above the hardware
threshold. The narrow pulses were counted by a scaler,
which registered a single count if pulses from separate
detectors were within 10 ns of each other. The tag words
recorded events from front and rear detectors that occurred
within a 6ms acquisition interval. The scaler counted the
number of triggers generated by the data acquisition
(DAQ) system. Only a fraction of the triggered events
was recorded because of the DAQ dead-time. In this
experiment, two clocks were setup to measure the live-time
fraction of the DAQ system. One clock recorded the live-
time tl of the ADC modules, and the other recorded the
elapsed time te. The live-time fraction t was calculated as
the ratio of the live-time to the elapsed time during the time
that the beam pulse was on: t ¼ tl=te. The beam spill
duration was typically 900ms for neutron energies of 261,
533, and 752MeV, and 500ms for neutron energies of 922,
and 1057MeV; the beam was continuous inside the spill.
The live-time fractions averaged over the runs at each of
these energies are plotted in Fig. 3a. The large uncertainties
in the live-time fraction t reflect the fluctuations in the
effective beam duty factor.

The trigger efficiency �trig after the correction for the live-
time fraction t was estimated with

�trig ¼
N tape

tI
(1)

where N tape is the number of events recorded on tape, and I

is the number of incoming neutrons. The number of
incident neutrons I was estimated with

I ¼
ð1� RÞðN1 þN2Þ � V

�1
(2)

where N1 and N2 are the number of counts in the first (left)
and the second (right) detector, respectively, in the first
layer of the front array, V is the number of counts in the
veto detector, R is the ratio of the number of counts for the
case where both the first and the second detector are
triggered to the sum of N1 and N2, and �1 is the detection
efficiency of a front scintillator. The ratio R was used to
correct for double counting. The ratio R was estimated
with the recorded tag information assuming that the
multiplicity distribution of events was not changed after
the trigger; although the ratio R in Eq. (2) should be the
one before the trigger, we extracted R from the data on
tape. The ratio R is about 10%. A difference of 10–20% in
R before and after the trigger would make only a 1–2%
change in the value of I in Eq. (2). The neutron detection
efficiency �1 of a front detector was estimated with the
Monte Carlo code of Cecil et al. [9]. Fig. 3b shows �trig, the
trigger efficiency corrected for the live-time fraction, as a
function of the energy of the incident neutron.
The trigger efficiencies obtained in this way would be

underestimated if the flux of neutral particles incident on
the polarimeter contained a significant fraction of photons.
The thickness in radiation lengths of the Fe–Pb–Fe wall
was sufficient to attenuate photons produced in the
incident neutron beam by the deuteron stripping process.
The fact that the difference between the efficiencies
observed with and without the Fe–Pb–Fe wall is smaller
than the uncertainties implies that the fraction of photons
in the neutron beam incident on the Fe–Pb–Fe wall is small
or comparable to the photon fraction in the neutron beam
emerging from the Fe–Pb–Fe wall.
A Monte Carlo simulation estimated the photon flux

generated in the Fe–Pb–Fe wall. The simulation program,
based on GEANT 3.21 [10], uses the GCALOR [11]
program package to simulate hadronic interactions down
to 1MeV for nucleons and charged pions and into the
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thermal region for neutrons, and DINREG [12,13]—Deep
Inelastic Nuclear Reaction Exclusive Generator with a
model for hadronic interactions of electrons and photons.

Neutrons with kinetic energies of 261; 533; 752; 922, and
1057MeV were assumed to originate from a cylindrical
volume, 2-cm in diameter and 4-cm thick, placed at the
position of the Be or Al target bombarded by polarized
deuterons to produce the neutron beam. Per neutron
emanating from the target volume, the integral detection
rate of photons above 4MeVee in a 10.16-cm plastic
scintillator was a small fraction of the integral detection
rate of neutrons above 8.4MeV (¼ 4 MeVee, where MeVee
denotes MeV of equivalent electron energy). The Monte
Carlo results for the photon-to-neutron ratio (in percent)
were 6:2; 10:0; 13:4; 15:8, and 17.5 for incident neutron
energies, respectively, of 261; 533; 752; 922, and 1057MeV.
The integral detection rates of photons in a 10.16-cm
plastic scintillator are shown in Fig. 4 for incident neutron
energies of 261; 752, and 1057MeV. A lesser fraction of
these photons would Compton scatter from the front array
to the rear array of the polarimeter to contribute to N tape,
the number of events recorded on tape. We conclude that
the trigger efficiencies quoted here might be underestimated
slightly.

3.4. Event selection and its efficiency

While the trigger efficiency is hardware related, the
selection efficiency depends on software cuts. Off-line,
single-hit events were selected according to four criteria:
Events were rejected if (1) the scattered particle was
identified as charged by the charged particle tag detector;
(2) the event was triggered by more than one front detector
or by more than one rear detector; (3) the event fell below
software pulse-height thresholds (4MeVee for the front
detectors and 10 MeVee for the rear detectors); or (4) if the
scattered neutron was from the inelastic Cðn; npÞ reaction.
To determine if a scattered neutron came from the inelastic
reaction, we calculated a velocity ratio RV ¼ V sc=Vnp,
where V sc is the speed of the scattered neutron calculated
from the measured flight time and the geometric path
length, and Vnp is the speed of a neutron associated with
n–p scattering. The speed Vnp was calculated with

Vnp ¼
ðT2

np þ 2TnpMÞ1=2

ðTnp þMÞ
(3)

where M is the neutron mass and Tnp is the kinetic energy
of the scattered neutron. The kinetic energy Tnp was
calculated as

Tnp ¼
2Tn cos

2 y
½ðgþ 1Þ � ðg� 1Þ cos2 y�

(4)

where Tn is the kinetic energy of the incident neutron, y is
the angle of the scattered neutron, and g is the ratio of the
total energy of the incident neutron to its mass. A typical
spectrum of the velocity ratio RV is shown in Fig. 5. Events
from neutrons scattered inelastically usually had a low
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value of RV. For each neutron energy, Fig. 6 shows the
fraction of events that survive after successive application
of the four selection criteria; for example, after applying
all four selection criteria, 4% of the events survive at
752MeV. The fourth selection efficiency shown in Fig. 6
corresponds to a velocity-ratio value RV40:95 (i.e., we
selected events with kinematics most close to that expected
for neutron–proton elastic scattering). The detection
efficiency � of the neutron polarimeter is the product of
the trigger efficiency after correction for the live-time
fraction and the selection efficiency:

� ¼ �trig�select. (5)

4. Results and summary

After imposing four criteria, we obtained four velocity-
ratio spectra that depended on the polarization state
(U ¼ spin Up or D ¼ spin Down) of the incident neutrons
and the scattering state (L ¼ Left or R ¼ Right) of
scattered neutrons. From these spectra, we obtained for
each spin state NU

L , NU
R, ND

L , ND
R, the number of neutrons

scattered to the left and to the right. We employed the
cross-ratio technique [14] to calculate the scattering
asymmetry x:

x ¼
ðr� 1Þ

ðrþ 1Þ
. (6)

The cross ratio r is the ratio of the two geometric means
ðNU

L ND
RÞ

1=2 and ðNU
RND

L Þ
1=2:

r ¼
ðNU

L ND
RÞ

ðNU
RND

L Þ

� �1=2
. (7)
Then, the analyzing power is given by

Ay ¼
x

Pn
(8)

where Pn is the neutron polarization.
The top panel in Fig. 7 shows the analyzing power Ay as

a function of the incident neutron energy for three different
values of the RV ratio. Closed symbols represent results
from measurements with the Fe–Pb–Fe wall. The Ay values
are an average over all measurements with the rear
detectors in different Y positions whenever such measure-
ments were performed. (The results from the measurements
with the rear detectors lifted are not significantly different
from those without lifting because the mean scattering
angle of neutrons is changed only slightly with the rear
detectors lifted). The uncertainties in Ay are dominated by
the systematics that arose from the uncertainties in the
calibration for the recorded parameters described in
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Section 3.2. The parameters that introduce the greatest
uncertainty are uncertainties in the estimation and
subtraction of background.

The analyzing power Ay without a Fe–Pb–Fe wall was
measured at incident neutron energies of 533 and 922MeV.
These measurements are shown as the two open squares in
Fig. 7; they indicate a possible small depolarization in the
Fe–Pb–Fe wall. This result is consistent with our previous
report [2] that there may be a neutron depolarization of
about 5% in the Fe–Pb–Fe wall.

The middle panel of Fig. 7 shows the polarimeter
efficiency � (see Eq. (5)) for three values of the RV ratio
after correction for the DAQ live-time fraction. The large
uncertainties in the polarimeter efficiencies � are mostly
inherited from the uncertainties in the trigger efficiencies.
The bottom panel of Fig. 7 shows the figure-of-merit
FOM ¼ �A2

y as a function of the incident neutron energy
for three values of RV. Note that the FOM is insensitive to
RV, whereas Ay increases with RV while the efficiency
decreases as RV increases.

5. Efficiency and analyzing power from JLab E93-038

In 2000/2001, the electric form factor of neutron was
measured via recoil polarimetry in Experiment 93-038 at
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility [15]. A
beam of longitudinally polarized electrons (with a typical
polarization of 80%) scattered quasielastically from a
neutron in a 15-cm liquid deuterium target. A scattered
electron was detected in the High Momentum Spectro-
meter in coincidence with the recoil neutron. For a fixed
neutron scattering angle of 46:0�, beam energies of
0:884; 2:33, and 3.40GeV were associated with average
energies of the recoil neutron of 239; 606, and 786MeV,
respectively. The neutron polarimeter used in E93-038
contained a few improvements, which were applied to
increase the polarimeter efficiency and to achieve luminos-
ities of �3� 1038 cm�2 s�1. The polarimeter consisted of a
total of 44 plastic scintillation detectors. The front array
was segmented into 20 detectors ½100 cm� 10 cm� 10 cm�
arranged into four layers. Top and bottom rear arrays
were shielded from the direct path of particles from the
target. Each rear array consisted of 6 ‘‘20-in’’ detectors
½101:6 cm� 50:8 cm� 10:16 cm� and 6 ‘‘10-in’’ detectors
½101:6 cm� 25:4 cm� 10:16 cm�. A double layer of ‘‘veto/
tagger’’ detectors (each 0.64-cm thick) directly ahead of
and behind the front array identified incoming and
scattered charged particles. A 10-cm lead curtain attenu-
ated the flux of electromagnetic radiation and charged
particles incident on the polarimeter. The flight path from
the center of the target to the center of the front array was
7.0m, and the mean flight path from the front array to the
rear array was 2.5m.

To figure out the mean value of the recoil neutron
polarization, we averaged Arenhövel’s theoretical
2Hð~e; e0~nÞ1H calculations [16] over the experimental accep-
tance. These calculations include leading-order relativistic
contributions to a non-relativistic model of the deuteron as
an n–p system, employ the Bonn R-space NN potential [17]
for the inclusion of FSI, and include MEC and IC. Other
realistic potentials (e.g., the Argonne V18 [18]) give
essentially the same results. Recoil polarizations were
calculated for the values of the ratio of the neutron electric
and magnetic form factors, g � Gn

E=Gn
M, measured in E93-

038.
The polarimeter used in E93-038 contained three layers

of scintillation detectors in each of the rear arrays
while the polarimeter prototype tested at the Saturne
National Laboratory in 1996 contained two layers of
detectors in each of the rear arrays. To be consistent with
the prototype calibration conditions, we selected the
events that were recorded in only the two inner layers of
the rear detectors. To equilibrate the fine segmentation
of the E93-038 polarimeter, we united (viz., considered
as coming from the same detector) the signals from
the top two and the bottom three detectors in each layer
of the front array in the data analysis; similarly, we united
the signals from the two ‘‘10-in’’ detectors in each layer
of the rear array. Finally, the event selection criteria
for single-hit events were applied; we used a velocity-
ratio selection criterion RV40:95. The efficiency was
estimated as

� �
Nn

N0
(9)

where Nn is the number events registered in the E93-038
polarimeter that met the selection criteria; and N0, the flux
of the neutrons from the quasielastic dð~e; e0~nÞ reaction
incident on the polarimeter front array, was obtained from
a simulation performed with the MCEEP program [19].
The polarimeter efficiency values (corrected for a neutron
transmission of 0.57 through the 10-cm lead curtain) are
shown in Fig. 8(top panel) as empty squares. Also shown in
the top panel of Fig. 8 are the results of the neutron
efficiency of the prototype polarimeter simulated with
the FLUKA 2002.1b code [20]. The efficiency values
extracted from both JLab E93-038 measurements and the
simulation with FLUKA 2002.1b agree with the results of
the polarimeter prototype test at the Saturne National
Laboratory.
The bottom panel of Fig. 8 compares the values of the

polarimeter analyzing power extracted from JLab E93-038
with those from the prototype polarimeter calibration at
the Saturne National Laboratory. The analyzing power
value from JLab E93-038 at the neutron kinetic energy of
239MeV is slightly higher than one from the prototype
test. The possible explanation of this difference is that the
better coordinate and time resolutions of the polarimeter
used in JLab E93-038 provided a more reliable selection of
n–p scattering events in TJNAF experiment.
The JLab E93-038 polarimeter has a high FOM and is

capable of operating at high luminosities. To evaluate the
performance of different polarimeters, it is necessary to
incorporate the frontal area S into the figure-of-merit:
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the prototype polarimeter parameters (viz.,

neutron polarimeter efficiency and analyzing power) measured at the

Saturne National Laboratory (open boxes) with the results from E93-038

(closed circles). The gray band in the top panel shows the uncertainty in

the polarimeter efficiency simulated with the FLUKA 2002.1b code. The

results correspond to a velocity-ratio selection criterion RV40:95.
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FOM ¼ �A2
yS. Values of this FOM are given in Ref. [1] for

several polarimeters. For the polarimeter used in JLab
E93-038, S ¼ 5000 cm2 (with a front array height of 50 cm),
� � 0:01 (with a front array thickness of 40 cm), and Ay �

0:16 (for 750MeV neutrons); thus, FOM � 1:3 cm2, which
is higher than that for any polarimeter in Ref. [1]. At the
same neutron energy, the polarimeter designed for the new
JLab Experiment 04-110 will have a still higher FOM
primarily because S ¼ 12; 000 cm2 (with a front array
height of 120 cm), and the front array thickness is being
increased to 50 cm.

6. Conclusions

We calibrated a prototype of a neutron polarimeter for
Experiment 93-038 at TJNAF, and we demonstrated a
technique that is suitable for measuring the analyzing
power and the efficiency of the neutron polarimeter. The
analyzing power of the polarimeter is approximately
constant for neutron energies from 0.2 to 1.1GeV. The
prototype polarimeter efficiency and analyzing power
are in reasonable agreement with values extracted from
JLab E93-038. Simulation of the neutron efficiency with
FLUKA 2002.1b code support both the results of the
prototype polarimeter test at Saturne National Laboratory
and the polarimeter efficiency extracted from JLab E93-038
measurements.
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